Seismic issues in Japan
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• Sefuri site: located in Fukuoka & Saga prefect

Site A : Kitakami in Japan
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Seismic Hazard Map in Japan : Maximum acceleration (gal)
in recurrence intervals of earthquake
Kawasumi map : based on earthquakes from 679 to 1,948 in Japan
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Basic peak acceleration a0 (m/s2) at the surface of the engineering bedrock
for a return period of 100 years. “+” indicates that the value in that area is
greater than that of the adjacent area
AIJ Recommendations for Loads on Buildings, 2006
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JMA (Japan Meteorological Agency)
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Dishes in a cupboard rattle occasionally.

Electric wires swing slightly.

Hanging objects swing considerably and
dishes in a cupboard rattle. Unstable
ornaments fall occasionally.

Electric wires swing considerably.
People walking on a street and some
people driving automobiles notice the
tremor.

Most people try to escape
from a danger. Some people
find it difficult to move.

Hanging objects swing violently. Most
Unstable ornaments fall. Occasionally,
dishes in a cupboard and books on a
bookshelf fall and furniture moves.

People notice electric-light poles swing.
occasionally, windowpanes are broken
and fall, un-reinforced concrete-block
walls collapse, and roads suffer damage.

Many people are
considerably frightened and
find it difficult to move.

Most dishes in a cupboard and most
books on a bookshelf fall. Occasionally, a
TV set on a rack falls, heavy furniture
such as a chest of drawers falls, sliding
doors slip out of their groove and the
deformation of a door frame makes it
impossible to open the door.

In many cases , un-reinforced concreteblock walls collapse and tombstones
overturn. Many automobiles stop
because it becomes difficult to drive.
Occasionally, poorly-installed vending
machines fall.

A lot of heavy and unfixed furniture
moves and falls. It is impossible to open
the door in many cases.

In some buildings, wall tiles and
windowpanes are damaged and fall.
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Outdoor Situations
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Most heavy and unfixed furniture moves
Impossible to keep standing
and falls. Occasionally, sliding doors are
and to move without crawling.
thrown from their groove.

In many buildings, wall tiles and
windowpanes are damaged and fall.
Most un-reinforced concrete-block walls
collapse.

Thrown by the shaking and
impossible to move at will.

In most buildings, wall tiles and
windowpanes are damaged and
13fall. In
some cases, reinforced concrete-block
walls collapse.

Most furniture moves to a large extent
and some jumps up.
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JMA scales and acceleration in earthquake
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International Standard
Based for Design of Structures - Seismic Actions on Structures
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In both cases, the seismic force can be the maximum acceleration of earthquakes
in the recurrence intervals of 100 years.
The ISO 3010 is expected to be used as a raw material for new national regulations or as a guideline
for revising existing national regulations.
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Seismic Analysis with the class-1 geology (hard soil)
following the guideline of construction loads by Architectural Institute of Japan

Seismic analysis
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Example : Acceleration Response Spectrum
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at J-PARC, Japan
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0 . 33 sec

Site-dependent parameters in seismic analysis
fA (2.5 hard): ratio of GARAA0 of Sa(T, ς=0.02 for steel structure) in dTc<T<Tc , ampliﬁcation factor
fv (2.0 hard): ratio of GvRvV0 of Sv(T, ς)= Sa(T, ς)T/2π in Tc<T, ampliﬁcation factor
d (0.5 hard): dTc/Tc, ratio of lower bound of period (dTc) relative to the upper one (Tc=0.33sec hard)
in the constant Sa(T,ς)
Fh (1.25 hard): Correction factor of damping constant,1.5/(1+10ς) , Fh =1 for ς=0.05 (ferroconcrete)
A0 (200 at J-PARC hard): Basic maximum acceleration of ground motion
V0 (A0/15 hard) : Basic maximum velocity of ground motion
RA (1.0 hard): conversion coeﬃcient of recurrence intervals (std:100y) of the maximum acceleration
Rv (1.0 hard) : conversion coeﬃcient of recurrence intervals (std:100y) of the maximum velocity
GA (1.0 hard): site-dependent correction factor of the maximum acceleration
Gv (1.0 hard): site-dependent correction factor of the maximum velocity

Natural vibration analysis of structures
Calculation of natural frequencies, own natural periods, natural angular
frequencies, natural vibration modes, impulse constants, eﬀective masses
then,

Estimation of maximum displacement, maximum response acceleration, and
maximum stress to be reviewed if it is less than the allowable stress.
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Acceleration and Velocity Response Spectrum
Sv ( T,ς )

Sa ( T,ς ) ~2π/T Sv ( T,ς )
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Response time of acceleration/velocity
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Ampliﬁcation (千葉県東方沖地震,1987)
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Velocity : kinetic energy

Displacement : strain

Acceleration response (cm/sec2)

Acceleration Response Spectrum of various
earthquakes at the observatories damping ratio ς =5%
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ILD Detector in TDR
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Yoke/cryostat
Figure 3.1.1:
The mechanical design of ILD.

2.6. The ILD Coil and Yoke System connections
3.1.1.1

spring
Coil to
cryostat

Yoke and magnet

The mechanical design of the return yoke and the solenoid is described in se
The central barrel yoke ring supports the detector magnet solenoid. Th
cryostat has been designed to carry the load of all central detectors, i.e
calorimeters, TPC, inner tracking. The cryostat itself is bolted to 24 double
that are welded to the inner support structure of the yoke barrel. Figure 3.1
how the outer cryostat shell is fixed to the barrel yoke (left) and the s
deformation of the cryostat under its own load and the load of the barrel cal
2,300t/ring
(right). Under the assumption that the loads are distributed evenly over the
CAL Mass
flanges, maximum deformations of less than 1.3 mm are expected.
Simulat
1,000t/solenoid
more realistic support system, where the barrel calorimeters are supported
in the cryostat, yield maximum
deformations of ⇡ 2.5 mm. Details of th
CAL/cryostat
Figure 2.6.2: The yoke barrel design: general view of one
barrel
ring (left)
cryostat
integration
are described
in [158].
connections

and detailed view of a sector with one supporting foot (right)
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3.1.1.2

O. Ferreira
Hadronic barrel calorimeters

Summary on seismic issues
1. Earthquake protection will follow the ISO3010;
uses analysis with acceleration response spectrum

2. Earthquake model at Kitakami site :
150 gal (100 years) as earthquake representative
, where ﬂat period between 0.17 to 0.34sec ( dTc - Tc)
the ampliﬁcation factor(fA) of less than 2.5

3. We would like to analyze ILD earthquake protection.
- Rigidness of ILD detector
- Isolation method with respect to the platform
and detailed layout needed
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